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MINUTES OF THE WHITESTONE SURGERY PATIENT PARTICIPATION GROUP (WS-

PPG), ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

HELD ON 24TH JUNE 2021 @13.30 HRS  

 

1.    Apologies and Attendees  

   Apologies received from Di Kent, Dotty Doyle, Chris Gabriel,    

   Vinda Parnandi.  

   Attendees: Tricia Lawlor, Richard Healey, Lynne Hastie-Fuller,  

               Dr Sacha Simon, Cheryl Simon, Denise Gale, John Collin, 

   Lawan Territ, Jean Jeffs, Keith Jeffs, Albert Trout, Diane Trout, 

               Hay Sharma, David Fiander Alison Bindley, Sylvia Golds, Wendy   

   Johnson, Pat Colledge, Krishna Parnandi. 

 

Tricia opened the meeting by providing a brief overview explaining who the WS-PPG           

were and the purpose of this meeting. There followed an introduction to the group 

and a brief outline of the various groups currently in existence. Tricia explained that 

this was not intended to be a forum for comments about the Surgery, however, 

bearing in mind that several patients had attended in response to Dr. Simon’s text 

message, we would provide a forum for general discussion as we are a group who 

were appointed to provide feedback and guidance on patient experience. 

 

2. Minutes of the last meeting.  

The minutes from the virtual March meeting were approved.  

 

3. Matters Arising from the last meeting.   

Update of Services to be available in the Autumn.  The Annual Flu Vaccination will 

be carried out at the Surgery commencing sometime in October 2021.  There 

followed a discussion relating to the lack of information from last Autumn since the 

Surgery had not carried out Flu Vaccinations and many patients were unhappy about 

the lack of communication which had left them having to make other arrangements 

and, in some respects, very late into the Flu season.  The practice manager did 

advise that text messages had been distributed in October.  Some patients felt that 

messages were not reaching everyone. 

 

4. Update/Reports back from Meetings/Matter for discussion 

 

 i    2021 Flu vaccine Roll Out will continue as it is at the present.  A new fridge is 

being purchased for storage. Surgery will be assessing access at the Surgery to 

provide vaccination, and this will also continue to be done at Local Pharmacies. 

Patient Experiences – we provided the floor to those who wished to share their 

experiences, many were disgruntled at the telephone system, the lack of information 

during Covid which had left them confused.  Tricia and Richard shared their 
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experiences of service changes driven by NHS England and the CCG.  Many 

patients wanted printed information and handouts as well as electronic 

communications. The practice manager confirmed that this would be reviewed to 

provide more coverage. Online questionnaires have been completed and the 

gathering of the information is ongoing. Tricia Encouraged patients to provide their 

feedback for review. Telephone issues: There have been issues for some time with 

the telephones being answered, and patients within the meeting complained of their 

frustration. It is believed this matter has now been resolved. The reports are that staff 

have been dealing with and handling issues well. Communication being the key 

which patients need. However there have been issues with call-backs to patients, 

some complained that after being advised that a call would be made that day, it was 

often after Pharmacies had closed or very rarely not at all.  Consistent messaging 

was necessary The Practice Manager will also investigate this matter. Dr. Simon 

explained that Dr Benjamin is controlling his list.  He continues with the Staff triaging 

phone calls which will be the situation for a while longer.  Dependent on his days’ 

work calls may come late in the day.  Hay requested that to meet the Patient's 

expectations a time frame is established for the call-backs. There have been some 

Patient complaints in this regard and relating to the messaging service. Richard 

suggested that as trialling continues patients can provide valuable feedback. A 

discussion between the Steering Group and the Surgery staff needs to take place 

following feedback.  Tricia confirmed that it is understandable during Covid and with 

all the NHS and CCG changes being imposed on GP practices, the Surgeries and 

Staff are trying to keep up with these amendments.  It was as revealed in this forum, 

vital that as soon as new procedures are implemented, we keep our patients up to 

date with clear messaging of those changes. Patients also need to know that if 111 is 

used, that there is messaging system in place between 111 and the Surgery. Sylvia 

asked if there is anything in place that     

            monitors the issues around calls. What are the parameters of what is an essential 

call?  

Test results.  This is now clearer on the telephone message at the Surgery.  Times to 

call for appointments (once triaged), Test Results and Clinics. Blood tests at the 

Surgery. Questions were raised and Tricia explained that the PPG had been made 

aware that this was not a service which Dr. Simon was paid for, it had been provided 

as an ‘add on’ to assist with our own MOT service.  One patient said that this had 

been an excellent addition which made the services at the Surgery superior in his 

opinion and was sorry to hear that they could no longer be provided. 

                            

        ii. BB PCN – current position and contact with other PPG’s 

           Tricia and Richard advised there is still not enough cooperation and amalgamation  

of services and skills within the PCN. We have no knowledge of any other PPG'S in 

the area with similar programmes to us although we have had limited contact with 

two PPG’s.  Our Practice Manager is now involved with the PCN so we hope for 

more co-ordination. It's worth noting that PCN’s in Coventry and South Warwickshire 
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are much more organised.  Richard added that it had been the Chair and Vice-

Chair’s aim to develop a stronger voice in providing services for our PCN and PPG’s 

by becoming more involved with other groups.  We will need to fight for our 

services/budget in the future. We were delighted to welcome Albert and Diane Trout 

from Kingsbury who had joined us today and expressed an interest in becoming 

active members of our PPG. 

                           

        

       iii. Local Matters/GEH Current Operational levels/Patient data opt-out  

In regard to Outpatients appointments with Consultants, these are currently virtual via 

telephone calls.  At the present time few people are being seen face to face. The 

hospital is trying to work through the backlog caused by Covid19. Blood testing is still 

being carried out in Nuneaton Town centre and Bulkington Village Centre.  Again, 

one must rely on making online appointments. Phlebotomy nurses are carrying out 

the drawing of blood at patients home, there is a charge levied however for the at 

home service.  Many patients had not heard of the Patient data opt-out although 

some had received texts from the Surgery but were unsure as to whether they were 

‘scams’ as didn’t recognise the ‘Albert’ surgery message.   

        

      iv.  Planning for the future of the PPG/Members/Future Social Events  

We must make efforts to increase the number of members, not only for the PPG but 

also to reach those people within our community who would benefit from our 

programmes and social gatherings.  We want to have a social event before the year 

end which could both be educational and entertaining.  Tricia and Richard have 

looked at Diabetes and Living well beyond Cancer for educational events.  Richard 

reminded us that these groups shouldn't just be about the Patients but also the wider 

Community.  Holy Trinity Church congregation is being informed and an open offer 

for them to see what we do has been offered.  With potential growth in the local 

population, we need more voices and input to also support those running existing 

programmes.  Tricia made it clear to all present that a warm welcome awaited 

anyone wishing to have input or assist, and that membership could be as involved as 

desired. A concerted effort needs to be made for more social events, group meals 

and day trips, and with the age demographic, Pat Colledge telephones those on the 

lists both to remind them of the events and check in to see how they are doing.  This 

has been a very successful way of contact. Our accounts are currently quite 

respectable, bearing in mind we are volunteers, funding is from WCC and other 

donations or funds raised at events. With the change of venue, we will need 

to look at transportation issues to enable everyone attend, taking into account any 

Safeguarding issues suitable transport for anyone with a disability.  

      

v.          Integrated Care Facility/Legislation/Patient feedback 

Tricia advised that the legislation currently being debated was troublesome in her 

opinion and encouraged patients to look for themselves.  She was happy to send a 
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link to the white paper if required.  We have only had two comments made on the 

website from patients based on Dr. Simon’s proposals. 

 

vi.          Financial overview and budget/Amount from CCG/NHSE for PPG’s 

We have previously confirmed that current budget looks promising.  There will in the 

future be funding directly linked to social prescribing referrals although at present 

we have no idea how this will be recorded and claimed.  It has also come to the 

Surgeries attention that they have not been correctly funded, and this is being 

addressed.   

 

 5.           To receive reports/updates 

  

               There are no reports from the groups currently due to Covid restrictions with 

               the exception of Groundbreakers. We do not have a lead person or bodies to 

assist. 

    Patients in the room indicated that they had not heard about an allotment 

programme! 

Plots are at a premium and if we do not use it, we will lose it. We have considered   

advertising in local magazines for volunteers.  Dr. Simon suggested sending a text 

out to patients, and we also agreed to try and pass a personal message about 

Groundbreakers to a friend or family member who might be interested. 

Planning for The Bereavement group has been undertaken this year and will 

hopefully start in the Autumn.  

            

6.    Practice Report 

Patient complaints, number/actions/outcomes/any other issues Dr Simon 

wanted to encourage all the groups to continue their work in the same fashion and  

standards as they were prior to the Covid outbreak.  He understood that there had 

been some complaints, but he felt that there were new levels of care that were 

rolled out during lockdown.  Staff and Doctors were adapting. All practices and 

Doctors are adopting the new Government guidelines. Regarding Telephone 

Triage, all patients are being asked "Is this urgent today" to try and prioritise. It has 

been estimated that up to 60% do not actually need to see their GP.  Referrals are 

beginning again for non-urgent matters. Urgent Referrals are still being made. Dr 

Simon is still working on a Golf Drive Integrated Facility but planning issues need to 

be addressed. Dr Simon felt encouraged by the number of people attending this 

meeting but understands that everyone wants to have such involvement with the 

PPG. Sylvia enquired as to the status of Dr Simon's return to the Surgery. Currently 

there is no definite time frame. Hay gave a short vote of thanks to Tricia and 

Richard for their continued attention to patient matters, the PPG including Zoom 

virtual meetings, during what has been a difficult time for the Surgery and Patients. 

 

   7.         WS-PPG 2020 plan. Succession Planning 2021 
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Tricia had advised that whilst we have made some progress particularly with the 

Whitestone Community Covid programme and the Bereavement group the plan still 

needed attention moving forward. We request that anyone who wishes to help the 

PPG more to come forward.  The more we expand the more beneficial we can be 

for the Community as a whole. Lynne is keen to be more involved by joining the 

Steering Group and may be a potential Chair/Vice-Chair.  Tricia advised that she 

has now been Chair for two years (and Secretary for the previous three years) and 

whilst she is happy to continue to assist anyone coming forward with support, she 

feels inclined to take a break at the end of the year.  Usually, Dr. Simon would 

send letters out prior to the June AGM meeting which had not happened this year.   

 

8. AOB.  The memory page for past members (Tom, Ken, and Ted). Could members 

who had a more personal knowledge please come forward to share/prepare a short     

paragraph about them and we can then approve this with their family members.  

We would welcome your feedback about the new venue and now let us have a drink 

and some excellent cake and celebrate Hay’s Birthday. 

 

9. Date of next meeting 23rd of September 2021.  1.30pm to 3.30 pm 

    

 

 

 


